
The thermal wave heater WW 2000 R is a reliable heater for all rooms without central heating. The high-quality Mica heating element produces a

pleasant feeling of warmth, without overheating the room air. Thanks to the electronic thermostat and the frost guard function, the desired temperature

can be adjusted quickly and individually from 5-38° with a maximum heating power of up to 2,000 Watt. The respective operating state cannot only be

read from the clearly visible LCD display, but it can also easily be preselected up to 24h by means of the integrated clock timer. The additional fan

enables thereby an even distribution of the warm air, also in larger rooms. This product is only suitable for well insulated spaces or occasional use.

Wave Heater

WW 2000 R
Item No.: 2338440

Ident No.: 11014

Bar Code: 4006825606515

Features & Benefits
High-quality MICA heating element-

Maximum Heating output power 2000 W-

Electronic thermostat (5-38°)-

Design housing-

LCD display-

Electronic Timer (24 h)-

On and Off-programmable-

Antifreeze function-

Protection against tipping (switches the tipping device off)-

Integrated handle-

Fan-

Remote control-

Power switch-

Unit dimension 28x29x56 cm-

Technical Data
- Mains Supply 230-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Heating output power 2000 W

- IP class IP 21

- Unit Dimensions 28  x  29  x  56 cm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 3.55 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 4.85 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 356 x 348 x 612 mm

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 5.05 kg

- Dimensions export carton 355 x 345 x 610 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 342 | 726 | 816

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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